Modular fixturing kits are precisely machined sets of components used for flexible, shortturnaround construction of fixtures for a variety of manufacturing purposes.
Introduction
Part holdlng is one of the fundamental problems of automated manufacturing. Fixturing is a requirement for many manufacturing processes, including machining, assembly, and inspection. For machining purposes, fixturing is necessary to immobilize the part against the forces exerted on it by the machine tool. For assembly, the part must be immobilized sufficiently to resist insertion, fastening, and pallet transfer forces. For inspection tasks, it is necessary to locate the part accurately. Part grasping is also required by all of these processes, but is particularly important for assemb~y. For example, automated assembly equipment must grasp parts which are to be inserted into an assembly; these grasps must reliably locate the part and hold the part in the desired position and orientation while the insertion takes place. The part must not slip due to reaction forces caused by the insertion. Thus part grasping is a pervasive problem in automated assembly.
At the same time, it is becoming increasingly important to develop part grasping solutions quickly. Many commercial firms face increasing pressure to bring products to maxket quickly, which motivates the development of methods that speed the implementation of production processes. To manufacture a product, design engineers must carefully design and implement each aspect of the manufacturing process. In this paper, we address the part grasping portion of this problem, presenting a method for speeding both the design and construction of robot grippers.
In the last few years, a number of researchers have published methods for automatic design of modular f3x-tures. Most relevant to our work is the planar modular fixture design algorithm by Wallack and Canny [WC94, WC96] . This algorithm designs fixtures for a modular vise, which is a parallel-jaw vise, where each jaw is a fixture plate with a regular grid of precisely positioned holes. To fixture a part, one places pins in selected grid holes such that as the vise closes, it completely constrains the motion of the part. In this paper, we apply this concept to the design of robot grippers. By placing a grid-plate on each jaw of a parallel-jaw gripper, we develop a modular gripper system which can grasp a wide variety of parts.
The output of the Wallack and Canny algorithm is the set of all two-dimensional fixtures which provide twodmensional form closure for a twodmensional part. In other words, the fixturing elements are circles, and the part features are line segments or circular arcs in the zy-plane. In thk paper, we present several extensions we have made to the modular vise algorithm. We have added the ability to design fixtures for three-dimensional parts. This is done by extracting legal contact features from 3-d solid CAD models and by analyzing the CAD models to determine heights for the fixture elements. In addition, we have added an analysis that determines whether a given fixture is easy to load. Thk determines whether it is possible to insert the part into the open vise with nonzero clearance, and then close the vise to obtain the desired grasp. We have also added the ability to analyze the behavior of a fixture under a given set of applied disturbance forces, which in turn gives us a quality metric based on how well the fixture will resist the expected disturbance forces. Thk necessarily requires an analysis of contact friction. Finally, we have also implemented an inter-gripper interference analysis to determine the compatibility of multiple grasps for handing off the part from one gripper to another.
We demonstrate these results using two examples: One is the automatic design of grippers for a part cleaning workcell under development at Sandia National Laboratories. The second is the design of a single gripper capable of loading and unloadlng two dissimilar products from an assembly pallet. Thk could be used to allow zero-time product changeover in an agile assembly line. Figure 1 shows two views of a sample part that needs to be fixtured. This valve housing is roughly two inches wide, long, and high. We selected a 7/16" (llmm) grid spacing for the modular vise, based on the scale of the part, and a finger radius of 3/32" (2.4mm), based on strength and rigidity requirements for the grasp. The planar portion of the modular vise algorithm produced 125 fixtures for thk part. Of these, 42 were acceptable under 3-d stability considerations. top view of the valve housing in one of the fixtures produced by the algorithm. Figure 3 shows an oblique view of the same fixture. This example is explained in detail in Section 4.
An Example

Overview
The next section provides a review of related research in the areas of fixturing, grasping, and mechanics analysis. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the Figure 3 : An oblique view of the fixture shown in Figure 2 . algorithms and analyses that we have added to WalThe heights of the fixture pins are governed by contacted lack and Canny's work, including generation of threedimensional fixtures, loadability analysis, and quality surfaces and by overhanging surfaces, as demonstrated by the short pin at lower left. analysis. Section 4 describes two applications of the modular-vise algorithms to real problems. Finally, Section 5 discusses some of the limitations to thk work which we have discovered.
This work builds upon several results in the fields of grasping, fixture design, and mechanics analysis.
As explained above, our fixture synthesis algorithm is a direct extension of Wallack and Canny's planar algorithm [WC94, WC96] . A very similar algorithm was reported by Brost and Goldberg for standard modular fixture kits [BG96] , and later extended to 3-d by Brost and Peters [BP96, BP97] . These algorithms share a number of common geometric analysis procedures with the results presented here; however, all of these algorithms address frictionless form closure, while thk paper necessarily includes an analysis of force closure with contact friction.
In the same vein, a number of prior papers approached the topic of grasping and fixture design from the perspective of form-and force-closure. Form closure is a kinematic condition where a set of contacts prevents motion of an object without requiring contact friction. Similarly, force closure is a condition where a set of contacts prevents motion of the object, but only when sufficient friction is present. These formulations of the grasping problem have led to a number of landmark results: Reuleaux showed that four frictionless contacts are necessary to produce form closure in the plane [Reu76] , and Somoff and Lakshminarayana later showed that seven contacts are necessary in 3-d [SomOO, Lak78] . Mishra, et al showed that twelve points are sufficient for 3-d bodies that are not surfaces of revolution [MSS87]; Markenscoff, et al later tightened this bound to seven points [MNP90]. Nguyen presented algorithms for the construction of force closure grasps in both . Unfortunately, none of these results were directly applicable to our problem, because they dld not consider the gripper's limited actuation force capacity, which is an important constraint in many practical grasping problems. Nonetheless, these results provided numerous insights that were quite helpful while developing the current result.
Our work is also inspired by a number of prior practically-oriented fixture design results. For example, several Ph.D. theses addressed the topic of fixture design, including analysis methods both with and without friction [Eng87, Hay90, Kim93] . All of these theses drew a clear connection between the intended task and the required analysis, which is a key idea underpinning the quality analysis we present in Section 3.5. . Our formulation dtiers from these in that it focuses particularly on the case of analyzing the constraint provided by a parallel-jaw gripper with friction. Bicchi reports a force-closure grasp quality metric in [Bic95]. Bicchl's approach uses a Lyapunov formulation that is very different from ours, but is similar in that it directly relates contact forces to gripper actuator limits. Bicchl accomplishes this through a Jacobian transformation, which can be viewed as a generalization of our calculation of the squeezing force F'q described in Section 3.5.1. In order to fully capture the semantics of our squeeze force calculation, Bicchi's formulation would need to be extended to include actuator coupling between the fingers. Other approaches to fixture evaluation include finite element methods, such as those used by Menassa and DeVries [MD89] .
Ponce reported an algorithm that designs grasp configurations for a unique 3-d modular vise [Pon96]. Ponce's vise differs from ours in that the fixture plates are on the inner faces of the jaws, while in our vise, the fixture plates are on top of the jaws. The configuration of Ponce's vise allows full 3-d form closure with frictionless contacts, while our system requires friction to prevent motion in some directions. However, thk additional constraint capability comes at the expense of more restricted access to the held part.
.
Design and Analysis Algorithms
Problem Statement Assumptions
The primary assumption we make is that the workpiece and all iixture elements are rigid bodies -our algorithms provide no deformation analysis.
Our quality analysis assumes Coulomb tilction, and requires a value for the static coefficient of friction. We do recognize that rigid body mechanics has inherent inconsistencies and ambiguities when Coulomb friction is present, and take steps to avoid some of the difficulties thk causes. Thk is discussed in Section 3.5.
We also &sume that the user specifies the desired vertical orientation of the part. We justify this assumption with the observation that, for fixturing purposes, "up" is defined by the task. For example, holes are typically drilled vertically from above, so the verticaõ rientation of the part may be determined by the axis along which a hole is to be drilled.
Finally, we assume that pins can be cut to any desired length. Fixture Kit Specification: The grid spacing, locator radius, and minimum and maximum jaw separations of the modular vise or parallel jaw gripper. The maximum squeezing force which can be applied by the vise or gripper jaws.
Friction Data: The static~lction coefficient p for each pair of part/pin materials.
Disturbance Forces: A list of the physical disturbance wrenches which will be applied to the part while it is held in the fixture. output Given this input, the design tool outputs a list of fixture designs. A fixture is described by:
. The position and height of each locating pin.
q The part's position relative to the fixture.
q The quality score for the fixture, based on its ability to resist the expected disturbance forces.
Each output design is geometrically feasible and obeys the jaw travel limits. Further, each fixture is easy to load -the gripper fingers can close from the open position to the grasp position without interference. Finally, all returned fixtures can resist the expected disturbance forces, without exceeding the available squeezing force or violating friction constraints. Fixtures are given quality scores according to the excess squeezing force that is available, and output in order of decreasing quality. The user can select the optimal grasp, or use subjective evaluation criteria to select among the top-ranked several grasps.
Algorithm Synopsis
The 3-d fixture generation algorithm is composed of a number of well-defined phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Convert from 3-d to 2-d.
For each valid contact surface in the 3-d CAD model, construct a corresponding 2-d edge projected on the zg-plane.
Generate planar jixtures. Invoke the planar fixture design algorithm on the projected edges obtained in phase 1.
Convert planar jixtures into 3-d jixtures.
This is accomplished by probing the CAD representation to determine the maximum possible and maximum useful heights for each pin and taking the smaller of the two.
Loading analysis. Ensure that the modular vise can obtain the desired grasp without interference when it closes on the paxt. Discard fixtures which fail thk test.
Qualitg analysis. Rank the remaining iixtures by a quality measure that characterizes the robustness of those fixtures to external disturbance forces. Discard unstable iixtures.
Inter-gripper interference analysis. If the application requires a gripper which can load or unload another fixture, or handoff between two grippers, determine which grippers are compatible with one another. Discard pairings where gripper fingers or locator pins collide.
The following sections will explain these steps in detail.
3-d Fixture Synthesis
Our code interfaces to 3-d CAD data using the ACE@ solid modelling system. Using the ACIS data structures, we extract line segments and circular arcs from the part, keeping only those features which are accessible from below. These 3-d features are projected onto the zy-plane to produce planar edges and arcs.
We extract these 2-d features as follows: We first search the ACIS model for all linear edges and those elliptical arcs whose projections onto the xy-plane are approximately circular. We project all of these generalized edges onto the my-plane. We then find all pairwise intersections between any two of these generalized edges and divide up the edges into sections (edgelets) which are not intersected by any of the other edges. We then determine whether each edgelet is visible from below, using the ACIS ray-shooting facility. A ray is shot straight up from below the part at the (z, y) location of the edgelet's midpoint. If that ray first intersects the part at the feature which generated the edgelet, then the edgelet is visible from below. If the ray intersects the part at a lower height, then the edgelet is occluded, so we discard it. Once we have filtered the edgelets, we recombine visible, adjacent edgelets from the same original feature. The combked edgelets are then passed to the planar fixture generation algorithm.
Since our implementation of the planar algorithm only accepts linear edges, at thk time we convert all circular arcs to piecewise linear approximations.
The limited set of geometric feature types used in the initial projection affects the completeness of the algorithm, but not its correctness, as any locator pin which intersects a part feature of an unhandled type will be detected later in the algorithm. If the object has only planar faces, then the algorithm is complete and generates all feasible fixture designs. If the object contains other surface types such as NURBS patches, then some valid fixtures may be overlooked, but no incorrect ilxtures will be returned.
After we generate the planar fixtures, we convert each planar fixture to a 3-d fixture by computing appropriate heights for the pins. We first transform the part into its fixtured pose, and then for each pin invoke the following procedure:
2.
4.
5.
Create two rays which point straight up. If the pin is located at position (z+, yP), then both rays are anchored at (ZP, VP,z-), where z-is a large negative value. If the pin has diameter d, then ray up-large has diameter d+, where d+ = d+ c. Ray
has the same anchor and direction, but a diameter of d_, where d_ = d -e.
Shoot rays up-large and up-small at the part (Figure 4 ). The z coordinate at which up-large hits the part becomes pin-cent act -rein, the minimum height at which the pin touches the part.
If up-small hits the part, the z coordinate of that hit becomes pin-height -max, the maximum possible height for the pin. In this case, we conclude that the pin contacts a non-silhouette edge of the part.
If pin-height-max is defined, create a ray down-large of diameter d+, pointing down from (z,, y,, pin-height-maxc). Shoot this ray at the part (Figure 4 , left side).
The z coordlnate where this ray first hits the part becomes pin-cent act -max. The actual pin will have height pin-contact -max+ d, where 6 is a small distance. That is, we make the pin as tall as is useful, providing for a small protrusion of the pin above the highest contact point. Thk height is reduced if necessary to avoid exceeding pin-height -max.
Otherwise, create a ray down-large of diameter d+, pointing down from (x=, yP, z+), where z+ is a large positive value. Shoot down-large at the part (Figure 4 , right side), and set pin-contact-max to the z coordinate of that hit. In this case, the actual pin height is set to pin-contact -max+ 6.
This procedure determines the height of each pin, and also the extremal contact heights for each pin, pin-contact-rein and pin-contact-max. These values are used later in the force analysis. 
Di.tl-
Figure 4: Determining pin heights. On the left, the case where the pin touches a non-silhouette edge of the part, visible only from below. On the right, the silhouette edge case.
Loading Analysis
Wallack and Canny's algorithm returns all grasps that provide planar form closure. Unfortunately, some grasps returned by the algorithm cannot be easily achieved, because they require a complex rotating motion to acquire the part (Figure 5a ), or a tight-tolerance insertion to reach the grasp configuration (Figure 5b) . We prefer grasps whkh may be attained by simply opening the gripper to full extent, placing it around the part, and then closing the gripper until the squeezing force is resisted by the part being grasped. We refer to such grasps as loadable and use a filter to select only those grasps:
First we verify that edge normals point to the left for edges touching left-jaw pins and to the right for edges touching right-jaw pins. For each such grasp, we verify that the pins can move from their fully-opened position to the grasp position without intersecting the part. We do this by determining whether a set of axis- aligned rectangular prisms intersects the part, as shown in Figure 6 . The heights of these prisms are chosen to match the corresponding pin heights. Our implementation also allows the user to select a faster 2-d test that assumes that the pins are infinitely tall.
Force Analysis
In addition to these purely geometric grasp analysis methods, we've added a grasp quality analysis that considers grasp stability. All grasps returned by the 2-d fixture generation algorithm provide form closure, so friction is not required to resist in-plane disturbances. However, in three dimensions we cannot use form closure as an indication of grasp adequacy, for two main reasons.
One reason is that we clearly cannot provide 3-d form closure with parallel, vertical, frictionless cylinders. No matter what grasp configuration is chosen, vertical translation is always possible. Vertical constraint could be obtained by adding supports and top clamps to achieve full 3-d form closure (Figure 7a ), or by adding hooks to the ends of the pins (Figure 7b ), but for a gripper which may need to lift the part off a level surface or insert it into a hole, these approaches are generally infeasible. Therefore, we must use friction to hold the part. The second reason for looklng beyond form closure to determine grasp quality is this: form closure assumes rigidity and the ability to apply forces of arbitrary magnitude -for any given disturbance force, there exists sufficient reaction force from the contacts to resist that disturbance. Unfortunately, for robot grippers these are not realistic assumptions. Most parallel-jaw grippers are pneumatically actuated, and therefore have a strictly limited amount of force available to resist disturbance forces. We clearly need to consider the magnitude of the forces required to restrain the part. We want to maximize the margin for error provided by a gripper at its rated maximum squeezing force. This is equivalent to minimizing the squeezing force required to hold the part while executing the intended task. For a given application, we measure grasp quality from the set of disturbance wrenches which are likely to be encountered by the grasp in that application. These can be determined by examining the operations that take place in the application. For example, if a pin is to be inserted in a given position on the held part, then the insertion forces caused by the pin, applied at the insertion point, are appropriate disturbance wrenches for that operation. For each candidate grasp, we compute the minimum squeezing force F,q required to resist each disturbance wrench. The maximum F,q over all of the disturbance wrenches becomes the qutilty measure for the grasp. The best grasps, then, are the ones which require the smallest squeezing force to be able to resist all disturbance wrenches.
We have used a rigid-body mechanics approach to determining the minimum gripper force required to oppose the expected disturbance wrenches. The metric accepts a candidate grasp, a set of expected disturbance wrenches W, and a force limit Flim~t describing the maximum squeezing force that may be exerted by the gripper. Given this input, the metric calculates the squeezing force Fmaz required to counter the worst-case wrench in W. If this value is greater than the maximum available squeezing force Fl~~at, then the grasp is infeasible and we discard it. Otherwise, Fmaz becomes the basis for comparing alternative fixture designs; designs with the smallest F~~z are preferred because these provide the greatest margin of safety relative to the maximum available squeezing force FIMt.
3.5.2
Squeeze Force Calculation
The key calculation required to compute this metric is the calculation of the squeezing force F~q required to resist a given 6-dof disturbance force FD, expressed in the form [~m~Y~.~~~y 7Z]*. This calculation is done for each F~~W. The maximum F,q is taken to be F maz. We now consider how F,q may be calculated. This calculation must include friction, since motion in the *Z direction cannot be resisted without friction.
We would like to establish the minimum Fsq that would guarantee that a given grasp will resist a given disturbance F~. Unfortunately, because of the ambiguities that are present in Newtonian rigid-body dynamics with Coulomb friction, this problem is known to be NP-complete in 2-d and remains open in 3-d [Bar90, Erd94, TPSL95].
Consequently, we instead compute the minimum gripper force F~q which can oppose the disturbance F~in static equilibrium. This leaves open the possibility of object motion in ambiguous cases.
We partialy address this concern by disallowing situations where contacts with the fingers on a single jaw can produce force closure with no participation by contacts on the second jaw. Such grasps suffer from wedging, which has a number of disadvantages. For example, the grasp shown in Figure 8 may resist arbitrary disturbances using the contacts on the left jaw alone, depending on the internal strain created by these contacts. (Consider the effect of wedging the part tightly between the fingers, like a door stop.) Since our rigidbody model does not represent this internal strain, this case may lead to ambiguities. We discard such fixtures, thereby decreasing the likelihood of encountering an ambiguity. An additional reason to discard such grasps is that when the jaws open to release the part, the part may remain stuck between the fingers. or more edges or contacts one or more surfaces along a line, then we can treat thk as two point contacts -the highest and lowest contacts on the pin. Thus we have between four and eight point contacts with friction, which we treat as hard finger contacts: the finger can impart no torque about the contact normaJ [MS85]. Figure 9 shows a modular vise holdlng a part. In this case, all pins have a single line contact with the part, giving us eight point contacts to consider. The figure also shows the contact points and the approximate directions of the contad, reaction forces induced by these contacts, along with a disturbance force FD. If the part is in equilibrium under these nine force vectors, then it must be the case that the vector sum of the nine forces,~i Fi + FD, is zero.
The total squeezing force exerted in such an equilibrium is the sum of the forces exerted by the fingers parallel to the actuation axis of the vise, in the actuated direction for each finger. Thus for the left two pins, the contribution to the total squeezing force is the z-component of F1 through FA. For the right two pins, the contribution is the negative of the x-component of F5 through F8. In general, if the gripper closes parallel to the z-axis, then the contribution of F~toward the squeezing force Fsq is the z-component of Fi times o(i), where we define c(i) to be 1 for contacts on the left jaw and -1 for contacts on the right jaw, so that
To determine whether the static equilibrium obeys friction constraints, we must break the contact reaction forces into their normal and tangentizd components and apply the rules of Coulomb friction. For each contact i, F; is the total force at that contact point. Let FT,b e the tangential force due to friction at the contad point, while FN,t is the normal component of the total force. Coulomb's Law requires lFz-,i[~p[FN,i Ifor each contact i, where p is the coeilicient of friction. 
FT,i 001
These are the components of each FT,; which are parallel to the zy-plane and orthogonal to it, respectively. We now describe a formulation of force closure which provides a way to calculate the minimum squeezing force consistent with static equilibrium under Coulomb friction.
Linear Program Formulation
Chapter 5 of [MS85] describes a method that uses the wrench representation to determine whether a given grasp resists a given dkturbance wrench. For a set of n frictional hard-finger contact points on a part, we apply thk method starting with a set of 3n unit wrenches which decompose each contact force into its normal and tangential components. These 3n wrench vectors are arranged as a 6 by 3n matrix TV, with the normalforce wrenches FN,i forming the first n columns, the horizontal tangential wrenches FT=V ,i in the second n -. columns, and the vertical tangential wrenches, FTZ,~in the thwd n columns. A grasp can resist a disturbance wrench FD if there exists a 3n-element vector of contact wrench magnitudes c, such that:
The first n elements of c are positive (a contact can push but not pull), and
The magnitudes of the tangential-force wrenches at each contact do not exceed A times the magnitude of the normal-force wrench.
We can then formulate the minimum squeezing force problem as an optimization problem, where we want to minimize Fsq given the above conditions. Unfortunately, the third condition is nonlinear, since it requires computing the magnitude of FT,i. Since we don't have a general method for solving nonlinear optimization problems, we linearize the problem using the method proposed by Thkle, et al [TPSL95] : Instead of restricting the magnitude of the total tangential force to no more than p times the normal force, we restrict each of FTZ9,; and FTZ,i to be no more than * times the @ normal force. Thus, instead of restricting the contact force to lie in a circular cone, we restrict the force to lie in a square pyramid inscribed inside the circulax cone. here p' = %, and i c [1, n], where n is the number of contact points. Condition 1 ensures that static equilibrium is possible. Condition 2 ensures that each contact normal force is non-negative, and conditions 3-4 ensure that the total contact force lies within the friction pyramid. Solving this linear program identifies the minimum squeezing force for which the system can maintain static equilibrium while obeying our approximated friction constraints.
We repeat this for all expected disturbance forces and take the maximum to obtain the desired worstcase required squeezing force Fmaz.
Inter-Gripper Interference Analysis
Another type of analysis which our tool provides is inter-gripper interference analysis. This is useful in situations where there is a gripper mounted on a robot arm which is placing a part in a stationary modular vise fixture, or removing a part from such a fixture. Such a situation might arise in manufacturing applications when it is necessary to automatically refixture a part so that new features can be exposed for machining, assembly, or cleaning operations. This analysis is performed on existing grasp designs, and returns all pairs of grasps with which the part can be handed from one grasp to the other without interference between the fingers of the two grippers.
The analysis is performed after grasp designs are generated, filtered, and sorted for quality. We assume that the two sets of grasps are generated from opposite sides of the part. Thk means that the features against which pins are placed in the two sets of grasps may be different, but more importantly means that there is a reflection across the y-axis in the information passed to the 2-d fixture generation algorithm. To determine whether a pair of grasps is compatible, we check for (i) interference between the pins when both grippers are closed, (ii) interference between the pins when the first gripper opens or closes, and (iii) interference between the pins when the second gripper opens or closes. If no interference is found, then the part may be handed off from one grasp to the other. An example of this analysis is shown in the next section. 
Robotics
Center to design a workcell capable of performing flexible, high-quality cleaning of machined parts using an environmentally benign alcohol spray. The workcell uses a six degree-of-freedom robot arm equipped with a focused spray-nozzle to clean the parts, using an automatically formulated spraying mo--. tion to clean machine oil and similar impurities out of holes and concavities on the part. The part enters the workcell.
The exposed features on the part are cleaned with a high pressure spray.
The pert is flipped over so that previously occluded features become exposed.
The fllp side of the part is cleaned.
The part exits the workcell. Figure 10 shows a model of the workcell and its parthandling hardware.
Because the cleaning spray is a flammable alcohol solution, the workcell is kept under a positive pressure nitrogen atmosphere. For this reason, the workcell is equipped with an airlock, through which apart enters on a pallet. Once the part is in the airlock, a two degree of freedom arm (a linear actuator and one degree of rotational actuation) with a parallel-jaw gripper extracts the part from the pallet and carries it into the workcell. Before spraying begins, a pedestalmounted gripper closes onto the part and the 2-dof arm releases the part. After releasing the part, the 2-dof arm rotates 180 degrees to avoid interfering with the cleaning process. After the first cleaning operation has been accomplished, the 2-dof arm rotates back into place and reacquires the part. The pedestal gripper releases the part, and then the 2-dof arm rotates 180 degrees again, so that the part is sitting above the arm gripper. At this time, the second half of the cleaning operation takes place. After cleaning is completed, the 2-dof arm rotates back to its original position, carries the part into the airlock, and places it back on the pallet. The arm then retracts, and the part can then be removed from the airlock. Figure 11 shows a detailed view of the arm fpedestal handoff.
To allow the workcell to handle a variety of parts, the arm and pedestal grippers are each configured as a modular vise. The pallet is configured as one-half of a modular vise; since the part rests on the flat surface of the pallet, the pallet must locate the part but does not need to grip it. Note that in order to allow these devices to grasp and hand off arbitrary parts, their relative positions must be adjustable.
Thus the the arm gripper can be adjusted in 0, while the pedestal gripper can be adjusted in z and y. Similarly, the pallet is adjustable in z, y, and 0.
We developed a design program which allows the user to configure the workcell grippers and pallet to handle an arbitrary part, subject to the limitations of the workcell hardware. The program begins by generating candidate grasps for the arm gripper, pedestal The pallet, also with the arm finger paths shown. This interference-tiee grasp triple was automatically generated by the design tool. gripper, and pallet. Since the part "up" orientation is the same for the pallet and pedestal gripper, the algorithm produces pallet designs by simply taking all pedestal gripper designs that have three fingers on one jaw, and ignoring the single finger on the other jaw.
The program then generates triples of grasps which will successfully handle the part. We use the intergripper interference analysis described in Section 3.6 to ensure that the grasps for the arm and the pallet are compatible and also that the grasps for the arm and the pedestal are compatible. This produces a series of compatible (m-m, pallet) and (a,rm, pedestal) grasp pairs. A join operation is then used to generate all triples where the arm is compatible with both the pallet and the pedestal. "Join" is a set operator from relational databases; in thk case, it produces all 3-tuples (arm, pedestal, pallet) for which (arm, pedesta~) and (arm, pallet) are pairs of noninterfering grasps.
Figures 12-14 show an example grasp triple found by our code. A study of Figure 12 confirms that there is no interference between the gripper fingers during handoffs. Physical tests with the hardware verified that these grippers successfully hold the part during spray operations, and also that the handoff operation works properly.
To assist the user in selecting the best triple, our program ranks the triples by minimizing the maximum squeeze force required by the arm or pedestal grasps to resist the expected disturbances. The next section explains how these disturbance forces were estimated.
Disturbance Force Calculations
Two types of disturbances act on a part in the ACC workcell: contact forces exerted during spray cleaning, and inertial forces exerted during arm motion.
When the cleaning spray hits the part, it exerts a force on the part at the point of contact. We can estimate the magnitude of this force as follows: Based on the manufacturer's specifications of the spray nozzle, the nozzle aperture is 1.2mm dhrneter, and produces a flow of 0.07-at 500psi. A flow of 0.07-through a 1.2mm diameter aperture gives a flow velocity of 62% (flow velocity = volume per unit time/ area). Further, 0.07~at a density of l.0~gives a mass flow rate of 0.07& (mass flow = volume flow x density). Since the imparted force = flow velocity x mass flow [HR81], the force of the spray exiting the nozzle is 4.2N, just under one pound. A conservative model of the force experienced by the part is to neglect aerodynamic drag and assume that the part reverses this flow, doubling the force. Thus, we use a value of 8.4N for the force exerted on the part by the spray. This is the magnitude of the force exerted on the part at a particular instant in the cleaning process, when the cleaning spray hits a specific point on the part surface. To characterize the set of forces exerted on the part over the entire cleaning process, we generate a large number of random 8.4N forces, taking care to get a decent sampling of force directions and positions. We then determine where that force first intersects the part, and erect an 8.4N force at that intersection point, normal to the surface. A more accurate force characterization could be obtained by simulating the cleaning operation in detail, but we chose not to use this method because of its computational expense.
There are two types of arm transfer motions: A linear motion when the part is moved in and out of the airlock, and a rotational motion when the part is swung into the inverted position. The linear motion is very slow, so its accelerations are negligible. For the rotational motion, the largest accelerations occur when the arm hits its motion stops. Accelerometer measurements indicated that the peak acceleration is 6g (59=).
Since the mass of the example part is 0.18kg, the maximum dkturbance force is llN, acting on the centroid of the part in the *Z direction. Figure 15 shows the set of forces used for the gripper squeeze force analysis. Given a measured friction coefficient of 0.2, the worst-case squeezing force required to resist these disturbances is 77N for the arm grasp shown in Figures 13-14, and 39N for the pedestal grasp, which does not incur the llN acceleration. The maximum squeeze force capacity of each gripper is 140N. . 
Fixture Loading and Unloading
In this section, we describe the use of modular grippers for flexible loading and unloading of assembly fixtures. Consider the beginning and the end of an automated assembly line: At the beginning of the line, a stream of some base part (e.g, a chassis or housing) is presented to the line for assembly, perhaps on a series of trays. The bwe parts need to be removed fkom the trays and placed into assembly fixtures, so that they can be fed through the line, with some assembly operation occurring at each station. Similarly, at the end of the line, the assembled or semi-assembled product must be transferred from the fixtures into trays or boxes. The gripper used to load and unload these fixtures must avoid interference with the fixture. At the end of the assembly process, additional constraints on the grasp result from the presence of attached parts which may not be rigid enough to permit grasping of the assembly by those parts.
We have implemented code which takes a description of a fixture, along with the part description and the description of any attached parts which create constraints, and produces a list of configurations for a modular gripper whkh can be used to load or unload the ikture. By treating the fixture and attached parts as constraint regions, thk code can design a gripper which can be used to load the part into the fixture at the start of the assembly, and also to remove it from the fixture at the end.
Further, this code can identify gripper designs which can be used to load and unload a variety of different parts, with no hardware change. This can be very useful for flexible assembly lines which have frequent product changeover, perhaps among several related products. In the rest of this section, we explain how this code was used to design a single modular gripper which can load or unload either of two products from their assembly fixture.
The example products are a chassis from a personal cassette player and a plastic hot-melt glue gun (Figure 16 ). We desire a gripper that can grasp either the chassis or glue gun with no attached parts and also after assembly operations have been performed. Thk fits well with the zero-time product changeover philosophy used in the design of the assembly ilxture, whkh was designed to support the assembly of either product (Figure 17) . See [BP96, BP97] for a discussion of the design of the fixture.
We ran our code on this example, using a 3/8" grid spacing and 1/4" diameter gripper pins. Figure 18 shows the set of graspable features extracted for each part. For the glue gun, we obtained 24,367 grasps which could successfully hold the empty housing. After avoiding interference with the added parts or the assembly fixture, 5,563 grasps remained which could successfully insert or remove the glue gun housing from the fixture in either state. For the cassette chassis, the code produced 6,753 grasps for the empty chassis. Because a large percentage of the chassis perimeter is occupied by gears, buttons, ad the side-locators of the fixture, only 48 of these grasps allowed the chassis to be removed from the fixture after assembly. The common grasp code identified three (gun-grasp, cassette-grasp) pairs, one of which is shown in Figures 19 and 20 . The robustness of each grasp was verified by loading and unloading the fixture several times using a robot manipulator. .
Conclusion
The algorithms described in this paper extend Wallack and Canny's planar modular vise algorithm to 3-d. Our code accepts 3-d CAD models as input and outputs 3-d gripper designs. Loadability analysis ensures that the returned grasps can be easily achieved. We have added a force analysis that takes a gripper design and a set of expected dkiturbance forces and returns the minimum squeeze force that can oppose all of the expected disturbances. To quickly find the best grasps, we rank them using this minimum squeeze force. We also implemented inter-gripper interference algorithms to analyze grasp handoffs.
We have applied our code to two examples. In the first example, we used the code to design triples of non-interfering grasps for the Sandia Automated Component Cleaning workcell. In the second example, we used the code to design a gripper for loading and unloading assembly fixtures on a mixed-product assembly line. We performed physical tests to verify the success of the resulting designs in both cases.
In the course of this research, we've spent substantial time considering the possibilities offered by modular parallel-jaw grippers, amdalso talking with automation engineers from industry. The biggest reaction we've had from our industrial contacts is concern about the cylindrical gripper fingers. The problem is primarily one of synthesizing grippers that do not interfere with the surrounding assembly during insertion operations. In many cases, it is impossible to select a diameter of cylindrical finger which will provide sufficient rigidity while avoiding interference during the insertion. Possible solutions to this problem might involve the use of an expanded set of finger primitives, such as families of flat, circular arc, or angled corner pieces.
Another limitation on both the analysis we have performed and the possibilities offered by the algorithm is that we assume that a part being grasped contacts only the fingers of the gripper, and only has contact with vertical surfaces on the fingers. While we have already observed that it is not feasible to use horizontal contacts to completely constrain the part, it is reasonable to use them to add stability. For example, we could equip the fingers with shoulders that can oppose disturbance forces with a significant component directed toward the palm of the gripper. Another approach would be to allow the part to contact the palm of the gripper. Extending the synthesis and force analysis algorithms to handle these additionzd contacts would be relatively straightforward.
Unfortunately, including these additional contacts significantly complicates the problem of robustly acquiring the part. Given real, imperfect manipulators, it is not possible to exactly match the z heights of the gripper and part during the grasping motion, and the resulting misalignment could cause problems when the fingers close. Solving this problem requires some form of compliant grasping strategy. One possible strategy would be to (i) Position the gripper over the part, above the final z height, (ii) Apply a small squeezing force whkh closes the jaws on the part without applying significant holding force, (iii) Apply a downward force, so that the horizontal shoulders of the pins or gripper palm slide into contact with the part, and finally (iv) Tighten the jaws completely, ensuring a secure grasp. It may be possible to implement this or other strategies with a passive mechanism attached to the gripper. 
